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Modern Interior Solutions. Is a full-fledged interior solutions company capable 
of serving all of your discerning needs, by providing unparalleled services to 
corporates, hotels, Government Institutions, retail and developers. Our services 
are built around three core principles: integrity, workmanship and excellence. Led 
by a multi-disciplined team comprising of strategic interior experts, creative and 
innovative craftsmen. We plan, design, build and create with superior quality to 
the highest standards of manufacturing technology, simply what we call “The 
Modern Standard”. 
  
Phenolic Compact Laminate is a solid, high pressure and extremely durable 

decorative panels (HPL), manufactured to standard. EN 438 that are made from 
layers of high quality craft papers impregnated with phenolic resign, having 
decorative paper on both side treated with melamine resign with clear overlay on 
both decorative surface this is manufactured under high pressure and 
temperature. Its water resistant, anti-fungal, anti-bacteria. Suitable for vertical and 
horizontal application available in various thickness and sizes. 
  
Advantages:- 

  No wet work involved helps reduce load and also saves on space compared 
to brick wall. 

  Fast and accurate installation, meets green building requirements. 
  Top & bottom gaps not only ensure air ventilation but also aid zero water & 

dust logging or simply put high hygiene standards. 
  Safe and easy to handle by children & the handicapped. 

  
Used For:- Public utility spaces at Malls, Multiplexes, Airports, Hotels, Stadiums, 
Large Retail Stores, Hospitals, Educational Institutions, Office Buildings, Clubs & 
Amusement Parks, Factories, Laboratories etc. 
  
To Create:- Toilet Cubicles, Shower Cubicles, Change Room, Wash Room 
Partition, Urinal Partitions, Handicap toilet partitions, Lockers, Table tops, Vanity 
tops, Interior & Exterior Wall claddings. 
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ية  ائ يزي ف خواص ال  :*Physical Properties ال

 scratch resistant                                          impact resistant (EN ISO 178)            
 hygienic                                        80°C bis +80°C               
 solvent resistant                                        (DMTA-OFI 300.128)     
 suitable for all interior applications         frost and heat resistant 
 food grade (ISEGA 28468 v 09)                  bending resistant  
 resistant to  chemicals                                 (EN ISO 178)                                                       
 abrasion proof                                 durable 
 easy to install                                                resistant to chemicals 
 easy to clean                                                 self-supporting  
 heat resistant                                          abrasion proof               
 decorative                                       
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HPL Colour Options: 
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Hardware
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Warranty: 
We provide five years warranty against any moisture related damages to all 
intermidiate panles, doors and pilasters. 
One year warranty for the restroom workmanship and material (accessories) 
excluding wear, tear and vandalism. 
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Toilet Cubicle Sizes        
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Toilet Cubicles (Standard System) 
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Toilet Cubicles (Concealed System) 
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Toilet Cubicles (Frame System) 
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Toilet Cubicles (Junior System) 
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Shower & Changing Room Cubicles 
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Compact Laminate Urinal Partition 
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Compact Laminate Vanity Units 
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Compact Laminate Locker System
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Kitchen Cabinets 
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